
Nat Grant: List of Works 

Cocoon 

Cocoon is a guided improvisation for mixed ensemble with digital accompaniment.  
The piece is conceived to allow an ensemble to play a ‘duet’ with themselves, 
utilizing a remix of a previously recorded, improvised performance. The musicians 
perform surrounded by speakers, playing sustained sounds that weave in and around 
the recorded material. The live, acoustic sound is ‘cocooned’ within the pre-recorded 
track, both physically and sonically. Instructions for the instrumentalists are on sets of 
cards that may be played in any order, allowing each performance of this work to be 
different. Though the musical gestures are prescribed using words and non-traditional 
score, the duration, volume and intensity of the sounds are left to the performers’ 
discretion. 

https://soundcloud.com/natskyplaysdrums/cocoon    

Momentum 

Created over the course of 2012-17, Momentum is a four part sound art composition, 
created cumulatively over each day in 2012, over five weeks in Istanbul in 2013, for 
four days in Melbourne in 2013 and for three weeks in Melbourne in 2017. 

https://natgrantmusic.bandcamp.com/  

With the Inside Where the Outside Should Be 
For solo vibraphone with digital integration 

This work is made up of nine musical cells across three tonal centres. The cells 
comprise specific chords, rhythms and bowed notes on the vibes, and may be played 
in any order and any number of times by the performer. With the Inside Where the 
Outside Should Be is a guided improvisation, and should be treated as a puzzle with 
an indeterminate or infinite number of realisations. The electronic accompaniment is 
made up of all kinds of cymbal and bell sounds, digitally altered - pitch shifted, 
delayed, and/or reversed. The title of the work refers to the reverse cymbal sounds in 
the accompaniment.  

https://soundcloud.com/nat-grant-music/with-the-inside-where-the-outside-should-be-
conduit-23-may-2014 
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Eclipse 

Chamber composition for 2 percussion, flute and violin. Commission by Erica 
Rasmussen for 'Silhouettes, inside outside' at 45 Downstairs in Melbourne, which 
brought together seven musicians and visual artists for a season of interactive sound 
and live art performances. 

http://www.fortyfivedownstairs.com/events/past-events/silhouettes-inside-outside/  

Precious 

Precious blurs the boundaries between functional object and musical instrument. This 
work was created over 2013-15, and involved collecting hundreds of old keys - keys 
to things that didn’t work or didn’t exist anymore, or keys that had been found: any 
number and size/shape, as long as they were no longer needed or wanted. Thanks to 
word of mouth and call outs on social media more than 300 keys were donated to the 
project. 

http://natgrantmusic.bandcamp.com/album/precious  

Vessel 

Vessel is a multi-sensory experience comprising a mixture of pre-composed and 
improvised electro-acoustic music, with scope for live interaction and collaboration 
with the other performers.  

https://themindislistening.bandcamp.com/album/vessel 

Aviette 
For piano trio with digital integration 

Influenced by early musical memories, this work breaks down the normal audience/
performer divide and invites everyone to use listening in a public space to examine 
the personal. This project creates a space for people to come together and reflect on 
shared aspects of the human condition including nostalgia, regret, memory loss and 
identity.   

https://www.melbournerecital.com.au/events/2017/solstice-trio-how-we-remember/  
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